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Managing Coronavirus Business Interruptions

The novel coronavirus 2019-nCoV, now called
COVID-19, has continued to spread through the
entire continents in the world, with more than 50,000
deaths reported as of this writing. The virus’s spread
has also had major impacts on business operations
around the world, slowing or shuttering international
companies’ operations and prompting travel
restrictions and evacuations.

Businesses around the world are taking travel
precautions and creating or updating existing
response plans to address these risks. Companies
have to think on their feet and have crisis meetings,
twice, sometimes three times a week just to try and
keep up with the changes in government regulations
and what they have to do to try and manage the
situation.

But companies may not be able to manage all of the
issues resulting from COVID-19-related business
interruptions, and some may even fail to fulfill their
contractual obligations because of supply chain
complications, risking severe penalties. If this occurs,
companies throughout the supply chain have options
for protecting themselves or recovering from lost
business.

If contracts allow, companies may attempt to invoke
Force majeure clauses, which are contractual
clauses which alter parties' obligations and/or
liabilities under a contract when an extraordinary
event or circumstance beyond their control prevents
one or all of them from fulfilling those obligations. To
prepare for these complications, it is recommended
that companies should do the following:

1. Review their contracts to determine what, if any,
rights and remedies they have as a result of the
delayed performance of contracts due to force
majeure;

2. Provide timely notice of a force majeure event;

3. Prepare for potential litigation concerning failure-to-
supply issues and the application of force majeure
clauses, including by taking (and documenting)
reasonable steps to mitigate the impact of the novel
coronavirus;

4. Update form force majeure clauses to take into
account, to the extent possible, modern risks to
contractual performance, including diseases,
epidemics or quarantines.

Legal experts advised that if a company intends to
use a force majeure clause to avoid financial
penalties for business interruptions as a result of
COVID-19, they should take (and document)
reasonable steps to mitigate the impact of the novel
coronavirus. While these steps may prove futile, they
are essential predicates to mounting a valid force
majeure defense.

““Many companies get trapped by the paradox of hitting numbers ‘now’ versus improving sales for
future quarters or years ahead.” – Tiffani Bova, Salesforce Global Customer Growth and Innovation
Evangelist
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There may also be insurance options for covering
COVID-19-related losses. Experts believe that
depending on a company’s exposures, some
options for covering losses include contingent
business interruption coverage, event cancellation
policy, supply chain insurance or travel insurance.

The first big category would be first party
insurance. That would be property insurance and
more specifically a first party or property insurance
policies providing ‘time element coverage’ that is
impacted by time, usually known as business
income or business interruption insurance.

It is also important to know that while property (like
a factory that is shut down after the outbreak) may
not have suffered actual physical damage, there
could be legal precedent for claiming physical loss
or damage, if the building can’t be used for its
intended purpose. Some legal opinions believe
that, people becoming sick on a property will not
count as property damage, but contaminants at a
property (including pathogens like COVID-19)
could qualify.

Dealing with contingent exposures, meaning the
property affected is their customers’ or suppliers’
and not their own property. However, if those
companies have their own property, coverage is
likely dependent on whether it was closed by the
order of a civil authority because of the actual
presence of a virus and not the suspected
presence of a virus. It is noted that these
restrictions would likely trigger civil authority
coverage, which many insurance policies contain.

However companies attempt to cover their losses,
it is recommended that they should just make sure
that if this thing goes to court that you’re able to
prove your losses. And that means to document
them and to have witnesses who are able to
explain what it is you lost and be able to testify at
trial with that if it comes to that.
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